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DEATH & PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY
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ORDER AND OPINION FILED SEPTEMBER 28, 2009

Hearing before Administrative Law JUDGE LINDA K. MARSHALL.

Claimant represented by the HONORABLE DONALD C. PULLEN, Attorney at Law, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by the HONORABLE FRANK B. NEWELL, Attorney at Law,
Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The above claim came on for a hearing in Hot Springs, Arkansas on August 21,

2009.  A prehearing conference was held on March 3, 2009 and a prehearing order

was filed the same date.  A copy of the prehearing order was marked as Commission

Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record without objection.  At the prehearing

conference, the parties agreed to the following stipulations:

1.  There was an August 27, 2001, compensable
injury.

2.  The compensation rates are $329/247.

3.  Respondents accepted a 10% permanent
impairment rating.

The claimant contends that she is entitled to additional medical benefits, to
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include a spinal cord stimulator trial and possible permanent implantation.

Respondents contend the additional medical in the form of a spinal cord

stimulator trial is not reasonable and necessary.  All other medical treatment has not

been controverted.

ISSUES TO BE LITIGATED

1.  Additional medical, specifically a spinal cord stimulator trial and possible

permanent implantation.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports, documents and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, the following findings of fact and

conclusions of law are made in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT
AND

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.  There was an August 27, 2001, compensable injury.

2.  The compensation rates are $329/247.

3.  Respondents accepted a 10% permanent impairment rating.

4.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the trial

procedure for the dorsal column stimulator is reasonable and necessary for pain

management.  Respondents are liable for the medical costs associated with the trial

procedure.

5.  No indemnity benefits have been awarded here.  An attorney’s fee may be

awarded only on indemnity benefits owed and controverted.  Ark. Code Ann.   11-9-
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715.  Therefore, no attorney’s fees are awarded.

DISCUSSION

The claimant, 46 years old, sustained a compensable injury when she hurt her

back on August 27, 2001.  The claim was accepted as compensable and the claimant

underwent back surgery at L5-S1 by Dr. John Pace on August 31, 2001.  The claimant

had a subsequent fall and sustained a neck injury.  The claimant has seen Dr. Padmini,

a neurologist, Dr. Bruce Smith, Dr. Donald Boos and Dr. Reza Shahim.  The claimant

has also been evaluated by Dr. Judy White-Johnson and by Dr. Bettye Hoffman.

The claimant was asked to describe the pain she was having relating to her

injuries and she elaborated:

I have pain on the dimple of my back - - lower back.  And it
radiates around my left hip and down my left leg.  I have no
feeling in my last three little toes.  I’ve got foot drop where I
have to wear an orthotic brace for it because it doesn’t
follow through.  It feels like I’ve been playing in snow all day
long, and it’s coming back to life but never fully quits hurting. 
It feels like I’ve got severe frostbite all the time - - like pins
and needles are being stuck in my leg and hip.  If I turn
sharply, it feels like someone is sticking a hot poker in my
back.  (T., p. 11, lines 12-21.)

The claimant currently takes Avinza, a time-released morphine, Cymbalta,

MSIMMR, another morphine, Ketamine, Zanaflex and Klonopin.  According to the

claimant, these drugs help with her pain level.  She does not drive, stays in bed a lot

and can occasionally do a home chore.  The claimant now lives in a 14 by 30

handicapped accessible cabin behind the main residence.  If the claimant shops, she

rides in a scooter and walks with a cane even at home.  According to the claimant, her
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halting speech was attributed to the medicine that she takes.

The claimant testified that she wants to continue with the trial stimulator in hopes

she can reduce her medications and get back to work.  The claimant understands that

the two psychologists have different opinions about her ability to handle the spinal cord

stimulator.

Under cross examination, the claimant testified that she was in bed about 75% of

the time and she watches TV and reads the Bible.  The claimant testified that her pain

level is generally a 7 or 8 on a 0 to 10 scale.  The claimant confirmed that she had

been with Dr. Hoffman about 45 minutes and she took two written tests.  Although the

claimant has seen Dr. White-Johnson on three occasions, the claimant confirmed that

she had only spent about a total of 45 minutes with her.  Dr. White-Johnson’s secretary

would administer the tests.  The claimant confirmed that Dr. White-Johnson only visited

with her about 10 minutes before the tests and then the secretary administered the

tests and she used a computer monitor.

ADJUDICATION

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a) (Supp. 2005) provides that an employer shall

promptly provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be reasonably

necessary in connection with the injury received by the employee.  The employee has

the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is

reasonable and necessary.  Hamilton v. Gregory Trucking, 90 Ark. App. 248, 205

S.W.3d 181 (March 16, 2005).  What constitutes reasonably necessary treatment

under the statute is a question of fact for the Commission.  Id.  The Commission has
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the authority to accept or reject medical opinions and its resolution of the medical

evidence has the force and effect of a jury verdict.  Estridge v. Waste Mgmt., 343 Ark.

276, 33 S.W.3d 167 (2000).

Treatment intended to reduce or enable a claimant to cope with chronic pain

attributable to a compensable injury may constitute reasonably necessary medical

treatment within the meaning of Ark. Code Ann. 11-9-508(a).  See, Chronister v.

Lavaca Vault, Full Workers’ Compensation Commission, June 20, 1991 (D704562).  An

employer may also remain liable for medical treatment reasonably necessary to

maintain a claimant’s condition after the healing period ends.  Artex Hydrophonics, Inc.

v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d 845 (1983); Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. Dickens, 58

Ark. App. 266, 950 S.W.2d 463 (1997).

The sole issue to be considered is whether the claimant should have the trial for

the dorsal column stimulator to help her deal with pain.  If the trial is successful, the

claimant wants the dorsal column stimulator placed in permanently.  Respondents are

resisting even the trial by relying on a psychological evaluation by Dr. Judy White-

Johnson.

Dr. Reza Shahim is the claimant’s authorized treating physician and he has

recommended the trial of the dorsal column stimulator and has discussed this is not the

end all answer to the claimant’s pain.  Dr. Shahim opined for the type problems the

claimant is having, he thinks the trial study is reasonable.  If the trial is successful and

reduces the claimant’s pain, then the permanent stimulator should be implanted.  Dr.

Shahim does not think the claimant is a candidate for a fusion surgery which is the last
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resort.  In deciding that a fusion was not the right treatment, Dr. Shahim was relying on

the results of the claimant’s diskogram.  Dr. Shahim stated that the claimant’s pain

doctor would be the one making a decision about reducing her pain medicine once she

had the dorsal column stimulator.

Dr. Shahim reviewed Dr. White-Johnson’s report and opined that the claimant is

the first patient he has seen in the past eight years where a psychiatric evaluation has

prevented her from getting a dorsal column stimulator.  Dr. Shahim opined that unless

the patient has major psychiatric issues, they should not be prevented from getting

treatment.  Dr. Shahim stated that his experience has shown that with chronic pain

comes personality changes, mood changes, anger and depression.  Dr. Shahim

suggested the claimant might get another psychological evaluation and even another

orthopedic evaluation.

Dr. Judy White-Johnson’s December 19, 2008, report mentions the spinal cord

stimulator and not specifically the trial study; however, Dr. Johnson opined: “Ms. Stovall

shows extreme defensiveness, symptom magnification, symptom exaggeration and

significant secondary gain.  With this pattern any intervention is apt to have a short

lived positive result but no significant alteration in her behavior over the long run.” 

Resp. No. 1, Exh. No. 2, p. 45.  Dr. Judy White-Johnson had administered a series of

tests that included personality inventories.  Dr. Johnson did not rely on any particular

test and did not seem to give the claimant’s pain much attention other than to indicate

that the claimant “shows extreme defensiveness, symptom magnification, symptom

exaggeration and significant secondary gain.”  Resp. No. 1, Exh. No. 2, p. 45.
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Dr. Bettye Hoffman, Clinical Neuropsychologist, evaluated the claimant and

wrote a report on May 18, 2009, after administering the Pain Patient Profile (P-3) and

the Millon Behavioral Medicine Diagnostic (MBMD).  Dr. Hoffman opined that based on

her interview and the results of the MBMD, she felt comfortable recommending that the

placement of the spinal cord stimulator be pursued.  Dr. Hoffman did indicate in her

report that the claimant’s depression score suggests that she does not have any

problems with her sleep patterns or energy levels.  The claimant’s testimony was that

she remained in bed 75% of the time which might suggest a low energy level.

Dr. Shahim, the authorized treating physician, recommended the spinal column

stimulator trial study be performed as a means to help alleviate the claimant’s constant

pain.  He had seen the claimant on at least six occasions and felt she was a good

candidate.  After considering the reports of Dr. Judy White-Johnson, he recommended

she be evaluated by a different psychologist.  His recommendation was taken and Dr.

Bettye Hoffman performed that independent examination and felt the claimant was a

good candidate for the trial procedure.  I give Dr. Hoffman’s opinion greater weight than

the opinion of Dr. Judy White-Johnson.  I found the claimant to be credible when she

testified that although she had seen Dr. Johnson on three occasions, she had not spent

more than 45 minutes total time with her.  The claimant testified that she spent 45

minutes with Dr. Hoffman and that Dr. Hoffman administered the tests she was given

while Dr. Johnson’s secretary administered the battery of tests given at the direction of

Dr. Johnson.

After considering the claimant’s testimony regarding her pain level and her
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limitations and considering the medical evidence, I find the claimant has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that the trial procedure for the dorsal column stimulator

is reasonable and necessary for helping with the claimant’s pain.  Dr. Shahim and 

Dr. Hoffman opined the claimant is a good candidate for the procedure.  Dr. Judy

White-Johnson did not think the claimant was a good candidate; however, I gave her

opinion less weight.  I find respondents are responsible for the trial procedure.

ORDER

The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the trial

procedure for the dorsal column stimulator is reasonable and necessary for pain

management.  Respondents are liable for the medical costs associated with the trial

procedure.

No indemnity benefits have been awarded herein.  An attorney’s fee may be

awarded only on indemnity benefits owed and controverted.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

715.  Therefore, no attorney’s fees are awarded.

All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum without discount and this award

shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-809.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_____________________________
LINDA K. MARSHALL
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


